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Abstract 
 
This paper focusses on the relation between external imbalances and domestic money and 
credit growth in the euro area. We compute money and credit overhang both for the euro area 
as a whole and for individual member countries. Our results show that both aggregate money 
and credit overhang have trend-like increased since the early 2000s. The increase in money 
overhang has been rather evenly spread over the member states but the increase in credit 
overhang has been unevenly spread and has mainly occurred in the GIIP. We apply panel 
analysis to detect temporal patterns between the developments in money overhang, credit 
overhang and external indebtedness. Looking at the groups of GIPS countries in isolation, net 
debt flows do play a significant role to explain money and credit overhang. 
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1. Introduction 

Over the past decades, financial liberalization and globalization have increased at a tremendous 

speed in the developed world. It resulted in enormous growth of cross-border financial flows and the 

build-up of large gross stocks of foreign assets and liabilities. For some small open economies like the 

Netherlands, Ireland and Switzerland, gross foreign asset positions became as large as 5 to 10 times 

nominal GDP prior to the start of the global financial crisis in 2007. Net foreign asset positions grew 

as well. On a global level, the increasing capital flows from Asia, and particularly China, to the United 

States – and the corresponding current account disequilibria – started to attract increasing attention 

in the 1990s. Bernanke (2006) used the global “savings glut” to explain low real interest rates, while 

Krugman (2007) discussed the possibility of a future dollar collapse.2 Macro imbalances and net 

capital flows played an important role within the euro area as well. Southern European countries 

started to run increasing current account deficits after the introduction of the euro, while Northern 

European countries did the opposite and exhibited persistently growing current account surpluses 

(see Holinski, Kool and Muysken, 2012).  

Interestingly, the growth of foreign assets and liabilities was either treated with benign neglect or 

seen as a positive sign of global financial integration up till the start of the global financial crisis in 

2008. Feldstein and Horioka (1980) provide an important argument for such attitude. In their view, 

financial globalization breaks down borders between national capital markets and allows for better 

financial integration, improves worldwide allocation of capital and a – desirable – disconnect 

between domestic savings and investments. The consequent current account imbalances are no 

problem in this view as well-functioning financial markets will price foreign assets and liabilities 

efficiently and prevent the emergence of unsustainable foreign debt.3 Feldstein and Horioka (1980) 

empirically demonstrate that domestic savings and investments were closely tied together in the 

1960s and 1970s, suggesting only a limited degree of financial integration at the time. However, 

more recent literature using the same methodology finds the correlation between domestic saving 

and investment to decrease over time, especially since the early 1990s. In the late 1990s it even 

becomes insignificantly different from zero (see for example Kool and Keijzer, 2009).  

The 2008 global financial crisis and the subsequent sovereign debt crisis in the euro area have 

destroyed the previous consensus that cross- country macroeconomic imbalances are innocuous or 

even exclusively advantageous. Especially in the euro area, where the nominal exchange rate has 

disappeared as potential adjustment mechanism, the academic and political debate on the limits to 

macroeconomic divergence and the role of capital markets therein has strongly resurfaced. On the 

political side this has resulted in the EU “Excessive Imbalances Procedure” to prevent and correct 

macroeconomic imbalances in 2011. 

In this paper, we focus on the financial dimension of macroeconomic imbalances in the euro area for 

a number of reasons. First, the euro area comes very close to the ideal Feldstein-Horioka world. It 

has free mobility of capital, well developed financial markets, a uniform banking license so as to 

allow financial intermediaries to operate throughout the whole union, a common currency and a 

                                                           
2
 See also Eichengreen (2007) and Ferguson (2008). 

3
 The Latin-American debt crisis of the 1980s, after a decade of Latin-American deficit financing by petro-dollars 

via the American banking system, serves as an early example that non-sustainable foreign debt positions can 
arise in practice. 
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common monetary policy with a uniform money market interest rate. At the same time, individual 

countries can still be identified accounting wise to measure and evaluate current account imbalances 

and net capital flows. A more accommodative environment for the emergence of such imbalances 

can hardly be envisaged. Second, the euro area suffers more from the absence of automatic 

adjustment mechanisms than any other country or region in the world. The absence of an adjustable 

nominal exchange rate – an advantage when it comes to facilitating financial integration – may 

become a liability when divergent developments require significant adjustments. Alternative 

adjustment channels such as labour mobility and fiscal transfers are less developed than in 

comparable large areas (countries) with a common currency. Put differently, if emerging imbalances 

can become unsustainable, the euro area would be likely to be the first to run into such 

unsustainability. Third, over the last couple of years, there is increasing evidence that persistent 

current account deficits in some euro area countries correspond to excessive credit creation and 

asset and real estate booms. It links the discussion on external imbalances directly to that of money 

and credit creation. Here, we note a disconcerting analogy in reasoning. We already noted that the 

Feldstein-Horioka perspective provides an argument for ignoring gross and net capital flows - under 

the implicit assumption that financial markets will prevent the build-up of unsustainable liabilities. In 

central banking, the consensus over the past decades has been that money and credit creation can 

be treated with similar benign neglect as long as inflation and inflation expectations remain stable 

and firmly anchored. In our view, more attention needs to be paid to stocks and flows of financial 

assets and liabilities to assess the stability and convergence of the euro area.4 

In section 2 we provide a brief theoretical framework and embed our approach in the literature. 

Here, we also define and discuss the concepts of money “overhang” and credit “overhang”, which 

will take a central position in our analysis. In section 3, we compute money and credit overhang and 

present their time paths for individual countries. In section 4 we go in more detail into credit 

overhang and link it to net external debt flows as it captures an important dimension of the 

asymmetric development within the euro area. Section 5 investigates temporal causality between 

money overhang, credit overhang and net debt flows using Granger causality tests. Section 6 

concludes. 

 

2. Money, credit and overhang 

Given the established links between external debt flows and domestic credit growth, we now turn to 

a more general analysis of the drivers of money and credit growth. For simplicity, we start with the 

closed economy case. In such a setting, the growth rates of broad money (M3) and bank lending are 

traditionally strongly correlated as they measure the dominant developments on the liability and on 

the asset side of the banking system respectively. Time deposits, demand deposits and short-term 

savings deposits on the liability side of the bank balance sheet account for the large majority of broad 

money M3 in the economy.5 Private bank lending is on the asset side of the bank balance sheet. At 

the moment a bank grants a loan to a private agent, both its asset side (a new loan) and its liability 

                                                           
4
 See Godley and Lavoie (2007) as one of the first strong proponents of the development of stock-flow 

consistent models. 
5
 We choose to focus on M3 since it is the monetary aggregate most closely monitored by the ECB (ECB, 1999) 

and other major central banks. For that reason, it also is the variable most often used in euro area money 
demand studies. 
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side (a new demand deposit) increase, leading to simultaneous growth of credit and money. While 

this balance sheet approach illustrates the strong link between money and credit, it provides no 

insights into the question where money and credit growth ultimately come from. For that, we need 

an analysis of demand for and supply of money and credit. 

We start with the (macro) money market and assume the economy is characterized by a stable 

demand for money. Traditionally, this is represented by a simple (semi-log) linear relation between 

real money balances (M/P), real income (Y) and the nominal interest rate (i):6 

m–p = α0 + α1y + α2i     (1) 

Normally Y is proxied by real GDP. The choice of an appropriate nominal interest rate on a broad 

monetary aggregate as M3 is less unambiguous. Theoretically, the long term nominal interest rate 

captures the opportunity cost of holding money, which would lead to a negative α2. If a short rate 

would be included, it could be seen as a proxy for the “own” rate of return on holding money and the 

interest rate effect would be positive.7  

Money supply can be under the control of the monetary authorities, the central bank. Using a variety 

of instruments the central bank can determine the amount of base money – currency and bank 

reserves – in the economy which feeds through into the actual level of M3. However, the ECB and 

the other major central banks in the world have abstained from formulating or targeting explicit 

money supply targets in the past decades. Instead, they have followed interest rate policies to reach 

their prime goal of low and stable long run inflation (expectations). As a result, the quantity of M3 in 

circulation has become mostly endogenous and has been “accommodated” by the Central Banks. 

Consequently, the actual development of monetary aggregates has become an almost neglected 

indicator.  

Note that at its inception, the ECB did not have the intention to ignore the development of monetary 

aggregates. Its two pillar strategy was a balanced approach to control inflation. In one pillar, a broad 

set of future inflationary indicators was used to assess current and future monetary policy, in the 

other pillar the actual development of M3 growth compared to the reference – equilibrium – value of 

4.5 percent served the same purpose.8 Nevertheless, actual M3 structurally grew faster than 4.5 

percent per year in the first years of ECB operation but without noticeable effects on inflation or 

inflationary expectations. It definitely contributed to the ECB decision to lower the weight of the 

monetary pillar in its decision-making process. 

Why did M3 grew faster than the ECB thought it should in equilibrium? Possibly, an instable 

macroeconomic money demand function (1) may have been automatically accommodated by the 

banking system and the ECB.9 Over the past decade, a substantial amount of empirical literature has 

                                                           
6
 Lowercase letters m, p, and y refer to logarithms, i is the percentage nominal interest rate. Coefficients are 

defined to be positive 
7
 See also Calza, Gerdesmeier and Levy (2001). Empirically, many specifications have been used including both 

short rates and long rates individually or jointly and the spread between them. 
8
 Early empirical evidence provided supportive evidence of a stable Euro area money demand. See, for 

instance, Coenen and Vega (2001), Dedola, Gaiotti and Silipo (2001) and Brand and Cassola (2004). 
9
 Alternatively, the banking system itself may have been the driver of excess money – and credit – creation, 

with the private sector passively absorbing this extra supply. The latter is often referred to as the buffer stock 
approach.

 
Without an elaborate model of money demand and supply including a role for the banking sector it is 
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emerged addressing potential money demand instabilities in the euro area. Setzer and Wolff (2013) 

estimate a long-run co-integrating money demand function for the euro area for a time period 

ending in 2000 and show it does not predict adequately out-of-sample.10 More generally, they report 

that their literature search documents a break-down of the co-integrating relationships as well as 

instabilities in long-run and short-run parameters of the model. Many attempts have been made to 

use more elaborate money demand specifications to enhance econometric stability. Greiber and 

Setzer (2007), Boone and van den Noord (2008), Dreger and Wolters (2010) and Avouyi-Dovi et al. 

(2011) for example point to the important role of wealth effects and include equity or real estate 

prices. De Santis, Favero and Roffia (2013) claim that money demand becomes stable again once 

international portfolio allocation effects are taken into account, Ferrero, Nobili and Passiglia (2010) 

provide a role for financial innovations, and Greiber and Lemke (2005) and Carstensen (2006) use 

explicit indicators of precautionary demand in times of high macroeconomic uncertainty. 

Econometric attempts to find a stable money demand function include for instance the relaxation of 

the short run homogeneity between money and prices or incorporating structural breaks in 

parameters such as the income elasticity of money demand (see Dreger and Wolters, 2010).11  

Looking at it this way, the debate of whether the demand for money is stable or unstable becomes 

highly semantic. Setzer and Wolff (2013) are skeptic about attempts to force money demand to be 

stable by including a whole battery of new explanatory variables. They argue that “augmented 

money demand functions typically have a lower theoretical foundation and there is little evidence of 

structural changes in the euro area economy to suggest that the relative attractiveness of holding 

money as opposed to other financial instruments has been fundamentally altered in recent years”.  

Whatever the ultimate causes of high money growth, the result may signal excess liquidity in the 

economy. Therefore, we take the evidence in the empirical literature as an important signal to pay 

attention to the development of M3 since the start of the euro. 

In the money demand literature, several measures of excess liquidity or money overhang have been 

developed. Setzer and Wolff (2013) label the difference between the actually observed level of M3 

and their out-of-sample M3 prediction “monetary overhang”. They report a cumulative overhang in 

the euro area of about 25 percent in 2008.12 Dreger and Wolters (2010) estimate an error-correction 

model (ECM) for their total sample and take the error correction term as a measure of excess (or 

under-) liquidity. Carstensen, Hagen, Hossfeld and Neaves (2009) use a similar approach both for the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
impossible to determine where the excess money growth in the end comes from. Such model is beyond the 
scope of this article. 
10

 In addition, they show that money demand estimation for individual countries in deviation from the euro 
area average does not yield evidence of money demand instability, see also Nautz and Rondorff (2011) for a 
similar result. Roughly speaking, this suggests excess liquidity was spread more or less homogeneously across 
the euro area. If so, it is unlikely to be the main source of asymmetric developments between countries. 
11

 Generally speaking, empirical results show that the estimated income elasticity of money demand strongly 
increases the more recent years are included into the sample. 
12

 Historically, the term money overhang was used for forced money holdings in centrally planned (communist) 
economies. People had to hold money balances and could not buy anything with it. Hence the money was “put 
under the pillow” and withdrawn from the circular flow: a perfect example of hoarding. Once the economy was 
liberalized this excess supply of money entered the market and caused excess demand on the goods market. 
The East-German and the Russian cases in the 1990s are good examples. Here, a different meaning is attached 
to the term. 
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four largest EMU countries individually and for the EMU-4 aggregate. They compute country-specific 

money overhang using both estimated aggregate money demand parameters and estimated 

individual money demand parameters.  A related but somewhat different approach is chosen by 

Avouyi-Dovi, Drumetz and Sahuc (2012). In an ECM framework, they do not use the actual but the 

equilibrium – trend – values of the money demand determinants in the error correction term to 

estimate excess liquidity, which they label the “real money gap”. Alternatively, De Santis et al. (2013) 

estimate a co-integrated VAR and solve it forward for the trend value of real money balances at 

horizons of 1, 4 and 40 quarters. The difference between current real money and the future trend 

values then is taken as an indicator of excess liquidity.  

In the remainder of this paper, we follow the approach of Setzer and Wolff (2013). However, instead 

of estimating a long-run money demand function for the euro area ourselves, we take plausible 

parameter values for the income elasticity and the semi-interest rate elasticity from the empirical 

literature and then define monetary overhang (ohm) as  

ohm = m– p –( a0 + a1y + a2i)     (2) 

where coefficients ai (for i=1, 2) are imputed values for the theoretical parameters αi in equation (1). 

The difference between the actual money supply and the calculated money demand is the money 

overhang in the period under consideration. No theoretical basis is available for the choice of a0 . We 

simply assume that in the period 1999-2001 the average monetary overhang was zero in each 

country. This pins down a0 and allows the computation of the money overhang in the sample from 

2001 onward. This approach has the advantage that it allows to analyse the development of money 

(and credit) overhang in relation to the start of the euro area. However, it goes at the expense of 

ignoring any cross-country divergence in monetary and lending conditions that may have arisen prior 

to the 1999-2001 period. Therefore, caution has to be applied in an absolute interpretation of the 

overhang results. 

A similar exercise can be done for credit overhang. The literature on demand and supply for real 

credit (L/P) for the euro area is more limited than the money demand literature. Typically, credit 

demand depends on similar determinants as money demand. Both income – or preferably expected 

future income or expected future profit opportunities – and the interest rate – in the form of lending 

costs – play a role. Theoretically, bank credit supply is normally thought to depend on bank-specific 

characteristics such as bank size, solvency – capitalization – and liquidity as well as on client-specific 

characteristics such as net worth, available collateral, type of activity etc. Most of the empirical 

literature focuses on the estimation of the credit channel of monetary policy and the moderating 

effect of bank-specific characteristics on lending, see for instance Angeloni et al. (2003) for an 

application to the euro area. Calza, Gärtner and Sousa (2003) and Calza, Manrique and Sousa (2006) 

estimate euro area wide private bank lending along similar lines as the typical money demand 

literature, using a basic specification as given in equation (3). 

L–p = 0 +  1y +  2i     (3) 

Calza et al. (2006) actually compute a “loan overhang” variable as the error correction term from a 

co-integration regression. Note the similarity with the approaches described above for calculating 

excess liquidity measures. In our paper, we define credit overhang similar to our monetary overhang 

variable. Using Calza et al. (2006) we take plausible values for the income and interest (semi-) 
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elasticities of credit demand and compute the difference between actual and computed real credit 

levels as a measure of excess credit, that is, credit overhang (ohc) is defined in the following way  

ohc = l – p – (0 +1y + 2i)    (4) 

Again, we take the period 1999-2001 as a benchmark where we assume credit overhang to be zero 

on average for each country to determine the appropriate value for 0. We now turn to the empirical 

implementation of our approach to money and credit overhang.  

 

3. Money and Credit overhang in the euro area 1999-2011 

To calibrate money and credit overhang as defined in equations (2) and (4), we use income 

elasticities and interest rate semi-elasticities within the usual parameter range. For the pre-euro 

years, estimates of the income elasticity 1 vary from 1 (Kontolemis, 2002) to 1.4 (Golinelli and 

Pastorello, 2000), with most studies finding income elasticities somewhere in the middle of this 

range. More recent studies find higher elasticities, with De Sanctis et al. (2013) even reporting an 

elasticity of 1.9. Seltzer and Wolff (2013) find income elasticities from 1.0 to 1.6, which is more in line 

with the 1.3 of Dreger and Wolters (2010) or 1.4 of Nautz and Rondorf (2011). Accordingly we set 1 

= 1.3, somewhere in the middle of the reported range. Estimates of the interest rate semi-elasticity 

2 show a wider variation, depending on the choice of the interest rate variable, period, country 

sample and estimation techniques. For the long-rates that we will use, it varies from –0 to –3 in 

Dreger and Wolters (2010). Most estimates are below one in absolute size though. Accordingly we 

set 2 = –0.5. 

 The empirical literature about the credit demand is scarcer. In general, both the income elasticity 

and the interest rate semi-elasticity are higher (in absolute value) than in the money demand 

literature. Accordingly, we set the income elasticity for credit, 1, at 1.5, and the corresponding 

interest rate semi-elasticity of 2 at -2.5.13  

As stated before, the 11 country-specific constants have been determined such that average 

overhang during the early years of the euro (1999-2001) is zero. Log money overhang (ohm) in each 

country (j) over time (t) is thus given as: 

              (                 )    (5) 

The country-specific constants     are positively correlated with inverse velocity (M3/Y) at the start 

of the euro. Log credit overhang (ohc) is defined analogously as: 

              (                )    (6) 

The country-specific constants    are positively correlated with the loan to GDP ratios in 1999-2001. 

                                                           
13

 We have investigated how sensitive the results are for the chosen parameters. Varying these elasticities 
within a plausible range leaves our results qualitatively unchanged. 
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We use equations (5) and (6) to calculate the aggregate money and credit overhang in the 11 euro 

countries. It can be easily shown that the aggregate log overhang is a generalized weighted average 

of the underlying country-level overhang. To be more specific: 

         ∑     
      

       (7) 

where the weights wjtt are the share of the countries' real money balances in total real money 

balances in year t. Mutatis mutandis, a similar formula holds for aggregate log credit overhang. 

We use quarterly data series for the period since the introduction of the euro in 1999 until the end of 

2011. We include the founding members of the euro, with the exception of Luxembourg, but include 

Greece that joined the euro in 2001. In line with the target variable of the ECB, we use M3 as the 

relevant money aggregate, averaging the monthly data in each quarter. Credit (bank lending) is 

measured by private sector loans L, excluding the financial sector. Money, credit, nominal and real 

GDP, as a proxy for income Y, are taken from the ECB database. The corresponding GDP deflator 

(2005=1) is the ratio of nominal and real GDP. For the interest rate, i we use the 10 year government 

yields series published by Eurostat, again taking averages of the monthly rates.  

Figure 1 shows the results of our calibration and depicts the corresponding aggregate log money and 

log credit overhang. To focus on the long-run development of the series, we follow the suggestion by 

Avouyi-Dovi et al. ( 2012) to use Hodrick-Prescott filtered real income and interest rates in the graphs 

below when calculating overhang. 

In line with the recent literature, we find that both money and credit overhang have increased since 

the introduction of the euro, at least until the financial crisis hit the euro after the fall of Lehman 

Brothers in September 2008. Thereafter, money and credit overhang changed trend and decreased 

somewhat. Nevertheless, the remaining estimated overhang in 2011 was still substantial for both 

money (30 percent) and credit (20 percent). The quarterly growth rate of money overhang was on 

average 1% in the period (2002q1, 2008q4). Credit overhang increased as well, but at a somewhat 

lower rate of 0.7% per quarter over the same period. We also notice a stronger increase since the 

beginning of 2006, and drops both in and after the financial crisis. The graph does support the strong 

relation between (excessive) money and credit growth on the aggregate euro area level though.  

Before, we already referred to the emergence of macroeconomic imbalances and economic 

divergences within the euro area. For that reason, we now turn to a disaggregated, country-specific 

analysis of money and credit overhang. A priori, we expect the overhang to be mainly concentrated 

in the Southern euro area countries. 
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In Figure 2 we compare the development of money overhang in the various countries. For 

comparison, we also include the aggregate money overhang (Euro money overhang). Although there 

are differences between countries, the country-specific money overhang follows fairly closely the 

aggregate overhang figures. Alternatively, money overhang is more or less evenly distributed across 

the euro area and apparently most of the money overhang is an aggregate euro area phenomenon. 

This is consistent with earlier evidence that, although aggregate money demand seems to have 

shifted, country-specific money demand functions in deviation from the aggregate are stable.14 Main 

exceptions are Portugal and Greece who appear to have significantly less monetary overhang than is 

the case for the euro area as a whole. In Italy, there is a so far unexplained upward jump in monetary 

overhang in the middle of the sample period. 

Figure 3 provides a similar decomposition of the credit overhang. Here the picture changes: credit 

overhang is much less evenly distributed than money overhang; and we see a much clearer divide. In 

most of the Northern countries, measured credit overhang is at or below the euro area average. The 

Netherlands is approximately at this aggregate average, in Belgium and Austria credit overhang is 

virtually absent and in Germany it even turns negative. The only exception is Finland which shows 

stronger credit overhang than the euro area average. In the GIIPS countries, the picture is quite 

different. Before the start of the crisis, high credit overhang is especially seen in Ireland, Spain and 

Greece and only to a limited extent in Portugal and Italy. Thereafter, there is a clear turn-around in 

Ireland, stabilization in Spain and strong growth in Greece. The latter may be explained by the strong 

inflow of emergency credit on the one hand and lower demand due to stagnating GDP and higher 

interest rates on the other hand.  

                                                           
14

 See for example the results of the demeaned panel analysis in Nautz and Rondorf (2011) and Setzer and 
Wolff (2013). 
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Overall, the hypothesis that credit growth across euro area countries has been quite asymmetric, 

with growth in the Southern countries strongly surpassing that in the Northern members, is 

confirmed in these data. Summarizing our results, we report four stylized facts: 

1. Aggregate money overhang has increased in the euro area. 

2. The increase in money overhang has been evenly spread over the member states. 

3. Aggregate credit overhang has increased in the euro area, roughly in line with aggregate 

money overhang. 

4. The increase in credit overhang has been unevenly spread over the member states and has 

mainly occurred in the GIIPS countries. 

These stylized facts suggest that on a country-level a disconnect may emerge between money and 

credit growth. It points at potentially different transmission mechanisms at work. For an explanation, 

we turn to the link between national credit overhang and external – current account – imbalances. 

First, we note the fact that the countries in our sample that show large credit overhang are the same 

countries that Holinski et. al (2012) identify as having large current account deficits. Second, our 

stylized facts are consistent with the evidence in Borio and Disyatat (2011) and Lane and McQuade 

(2013) that domestic private credit growth depends positively on external net debt flows. These 

cross-border loans may have created excess liquidity in the banking sector in the deficit countries 

and caused an increase in their private bank lending. In the next section, we explicitly turn to this 

issue. 

 

 

4. Credit overhang and current account balances.  

Holinski et al. (2012) were among the first to point out the growing macroeconomic divergence 

between Southern (including Ireland) and Northern euro area members as witnessed by their 

opposite cumulative current account developments. Their evidence convincingly demonstrates that 

for most Southern countries – Greece excepted – private sector behaviour was driving the large and 

growing current account deficits. This behaviour was characterized by lower saving rates and higher 

investment rates compared to the Northern economies of the euro area. At the same time, many of 

these deficit countries experienced strong expansion of private credit. Particularly Spain and Ireland 

witnessed a massive construction and real estate boom that came to an end with the onset of the 

global financial crisis. Additional evidence is given by van Ewijk (2013). She shows that financial 

integration (measured by gross and net capital flows) has had a positive effect on the output gap and 

on the change in housing wealth for the members of the euro zone over the period 1999-2010.  

 Obviously, it is too much of a short-cut to argue that the observed current account imbalances 

“caused” – or possibly fuelled – excessive credit growth and real estate booms in Southern euro 

member countries. Current account deficits can be funded in various ways, including foreign direct 

investments which do not necessarily increase private bank credit. But if current account deficits are 

funded by an increase in external debt, then deposits are shifted from the banks in the surplus 

country to the banks in the deficit country and this creates opportunities for the banks in the deficit 

countries to increase bank lending. Thus, in relation to section 2, in an open economy that operates 
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on an integrated capital market, there is an additional source of money creation: foreign deposits. 

Borio and Disyatat (2011) and Lane and McQuade (2013) empirically show that net external debt 

flows do have a strong impact on domestic credit growth. Using net debt excludes FDI and portfolio 

equity from the overall capital flows that fund the current account.15 That is, to the extent that the 

current account deficit is largely financed with external credit there actually is a causal or facilitating 

link.16 In our own analysis, we will therefore not use (cumulative) current account imbalances but 

(cumulative) net debt flows. The hypothesis we intend to investigate is that domestic credit is mostly 

fuelled by foreign debt flows. If the hypothesis is valid, we expect a (close) relation between 

cumulative net debt flows and credit overhang. 

We use the recent IMF database of Bluedorn et al. (2013) for our analysis. The availability of these 

data allows us to investigate both overall capital flows and debt flows in relation to credit overhang. 

Both from the graphs and the correlation analyses, we conclude that net debt flows and credit 

overhang are indeed closely correlated, see Figure 4.17 Ireland is an outlier and the data analysis 

resulted in very counterintuitive results. Therefore we have not included Ireland in the remainder. 

 

 

                                                           
15

 It also excludes derivatives. Cross country derivative trade is a problem in all analyses. The bright side is that 
net derivative positions are typically small. Our measure includes both official flows (mostly small) and non-
bank private flows. 
16

 Related to this, Cetorelli and Goldberg (2011, 2012a, b) show the important role of the banking sector as the 
facilitator and source of excessive credit growth as well as the transmitter of financial shocks across countries. 
17

 In the remainder of the analysis, we focus on net debt flows and omit overall capital flows, because the 
former can both theoretically and empirically be linked more directly to bank lending. Correlations between 
the change in credit overhang and the change in net capital and net debt flows are 0.26 and 0.37, respectively. 
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Figure 4 shows clearly the close relation between credit overhang and (cumulative) net debt flows. 

Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain show increasing net debt levels, while Belgium and Germany show a 

decreasing net debt flow. Austria and the Netherlands show low and stable levels of debt flows and 

credit overhang. The only country for which cumulative net debt flows and domestic credit overhang 

strongly diverge is, again, Finland. 

 

5. Granger causality tests 

The stylized facts we have disclosed in the previous two sections clearly warrant both a full-fledged 

empirical analysis of their underlying dynamics and the development of an underlying theoretical 

model. Both are clearly beyond the scope of this paper. However, to get a first impression of the – 

temporal – causality between our 3 variables of interest, money overhang, credit overhang and 

cumulative net debt flows (% GDP), we now turn to Granger causality tests. The global financial crisis 

has led to a series of unconventional monetary policies of the ECB to create liquidity as well as to 

prevent the default of large banks and euro area governments. Potentially, this type of ad hoc 

measures can have a significant impact on the relation between money, credit and external debt 

developments. For that reason, we limit the Granger causality analysis to the period 2000-2008.  

In addition, there are some econometric caveats which warrant caution in the interpretation of our 

results. We are aware of the fact that Granger causality in potentially heterogeneous panels is 

fraught with difficulties, see e.g. Erdil and Yetkiner (2009) and Hood, Kidd and Morris (2008). These 

are related amongst others to non-stationarity of the data, cross-sectional dependence and 

heterogeneity of the parameters. To avoid potential spurious correlation due to non-stationarity, we 

first difference the data. Given the limited number of observations, we restrict the model to 4 lags of 

the dependent and the independent variables. Empirically, the last lag was always found to be 

significant. We use three different estimation techniques: Standard fixed effects (FE), fixed effects on 

the cross-section demeaned variables (DM) to correct for potential cross-sectional dependence, and 

finally a Mean Group estimator (MG), averaging the underlying estimates of each of the 10 countries. 

For Granger causality we then tested for the joint significance of the 4 lags of each independent 

variable. Table 1 shows the results of the test. 

Table 1 Granger causality tests (2000q1-2008q4, 4 lags, Ireland excluded) 
 Money overhang Credit overhang Net debt flows 
 FE DM MG FE DM MG FE DM MG 

ohm    0.021* 0.001** 0.032* 0.432 0.416 0.366 

ohc 0.000** 0.000** 0.607    0.093 0.323 0.036* 

ndebt 0.097 0.007** 0.139 0.735 0.108 0.531    
p-values of restrictions on all 4 lags of the independent variables, * 5%, ** 1% significance 
Estimation methods: FE, Homogeneous Fixed effect; DM Demeaned Fixed effects; MG Mean Group.  

 

Table 1 suggests that there is bi-directional Granger causality between changes in money and credit 

overhang, although for the Mean Group estimates credit overhang does not-Granger cause money 

overhang. Most tests suggest that there is no Granger causality between net debt inflow (% GDP) and 

money or credit overhang and the reverse. At first sight, the results appear to contradict earlier 

evidence by Borio and Disyatat (2011) and Lane and McQuade (2013), as well as the graphical 
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evidence from figure 4 above. A possible explanation is that cross-country heterogeneity in our 

sample of eleven countries prevents the detection of significant patterns. For this reason, we redo 

the Granger causality analysis for the 4 GIPS countries plus Germany. Table 2 contains the results. 

Overall, the significance of the tests strongly increases. We find significant bidirectional causality 

between each pair of variables. It suggests complex dynamics between domestic money and credit 

growth and net external debt flows within the euro area. The results definitely call for further 

research focusing on the underlying links between money overhang, credit overhang and 

international debt (capital) flows.  

Table 2 Granger causality tests (2000q1-2008q4, 4 lags, Germany and GIPS) 
 Money overhang Credit overhang Net debt flows 
 FE DM MG FE DM MG FE DM MG 

ohm    0.000** 0.000** 0.007** 0.502 0.022* 0.000** 

ohc 0.001** 0.005** 0.000**    0.022* 0.083 0.000** 

ndebt 0.028* 0.000** 0.000** 0.015* 0.000** 0.000**    
p-values of restrictions on all 4 lags of the independent variables, * 5%, ** 1% significance 
Estimation methods: FE, Homogeneous Fixed effect; DM Demeaned Fixed effects; MG Mean Group.  

 

 

6. Conclusion  

Over the last couple of years, there is increasing evidence that persistent current account deficits in 

some euro area countries in the run-up to the financial crisis may have contributed to economic 

fragility and, ultimately, to the on-going euro-crisis. The benign neglect with which current account 

imbalances were perceived in previous decades now appears misguided in the context of a monetary 

union. In addition, there is evidence that these external imbalances correspond to excessive 

domestic credit creation and asset and real estate booms. It links the discussion on external 

imbalances directly to that of money and credit creation.  

M3 money growth has structurally exceeded the ECB reference points of 4.5 percent since the 

inception of the euro area. As a result, the ECB has reduced the weight it attaches to money growth 

as an indicator of excessive liquidity and potential future inflation pressures. Instead, its interest rate 

policy has become more and more oriented towards low and stable inflation in the long run and the 

development of M3 has received less attention than it used to. In our view, the neglect of attention 

for monetary aggregates is as misguided as is the neglect of external imbalances. No consensus exists 

as yet on the reasons for the above trend liquidity growth. Both the private sector (money demand) 

and the banking sector (money supply) may have played a role here. A large body of empirical work 

on money demand in the euro area suggests increasing instability on an aggregate level, but less so 

per individual country. Evidence on bank lending growth is less voluminous. However, the available 

evidence suggests divergence of credit growth patterns across the euro area. Theoretically, broad 

money growth and private credit (bank lending) growth are strongly tied through bank balance 

sheets. However, the more banks can fund themselves externally in the interbank market or the 

international bond markets, the weaker the link between domestic money and credit growth is 

expected to be. 
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In this paper, we contribute to the topic and provide evidence on the admittedly complex relation 

between domestic money and credit growth and external imbalances, in particular net debt flows. 

First we compute money and credit overhang as cumulative deviations of money and credit levels 

from an hypothesized money and credit demand function, respectively. We do this both for the euro 

area as a whole and for individual member countries. Our results show four stylized facts. First, 

aggregate money overhang has trend-like increased in the euro area since the early 2000s and is still 

substantial, despite a modest turn-around after the start of the financial crisis. Second, the increase 

in money overhang has been rather evenly spread over the member states. Third, aggregate credit 

overhang has increased in the euro area, roughly in line with aggregate money overhang, and shows 

a similar moderation after 2007. Fourth, the increase in credit overhang has been unevenly spread in 

the member states and has mainly occurred in the GIIPS countries. 

In the subsequent step, we measure each country’s net debt funding and show graphically that on a 

country-by-country basis there is strong co-movement between credit overhang and net debt flows. 

In particular, Southern European countries display large credit overhang in line with cumulative 

external borrowing, while Northern European countries have small or no credit overhang and are 

cumulative external net lenders.  

In the final step, we apply panel analysis to detect temporal patterns between the developments in 

money overhang, credit overhang and external indebtedness, using Granger causality tests over the 

period 2000-2008. For the total group of countries considered, there is evidence of bidirectional 

dynamics between money and credit, but no supportive evidence for the role of external debt flows. 

Looking at the groups of GIPS countries in isolation, the significance of all bidirectional links increases 

and net debt flows do play a significant role. Our results confirm the importance of the links between 

money, credit and external debt. They also suggest asymmetries in these links across different euro 

area members. More theoretical and empirical research is required to uncover the underlying 

fundamental mechanisms. 
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